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Get Involved
We have appreciated your participation and contribution to our Strong Families, Thriving Children,
Connected Communities initiative to better understand the root causes of neglect over several
roundtables in 2022. We will be using what we learned in the Data Walk and previous Roundtables to
develop our Critical Pathways, the specific problem/priority spaces that are focal points for elevating or
designing specific and actionable system-level solutions.

Your feedback and ongoing engagement with the initiative will be essential to the development and
progress of those Critical Pathways. Please see the following opportunities to support the initiative.

Basecamp – Sign up to join our SFTCCC community of change makers where you can stay up to date on
future events, review our SFTCCC archives and research, and engage with us and one another.
Building Brains with Relationships – Register for one of our upcoming workshops.
Overloaded: Understanding Neglect – Listen and subscribe to our podcast series.
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What is a Data Walk?
A Data Walk is a collaborative process in which "program
participants, community residents, and service providers
jointly review data presentations in small groups, interpret
what the data mean, and collaborate to use their individual
expertise to improve policies, programs, and other factors of
community change." (Urban Institute)

We are sharing the individual Data Stations across our five
focus areas (Lived Experience, Mandated Reporting, Poverty
and Economic Concrete Supports, Social Isolation and
Connectedness, and Workforce) that we developed for our
March 17th Data Walk, so that you can review them, reflect on
what they mean to you, and share your experience and
expertise as they relate to the data and potential community
change.

The strain of living in poverty and economic disruptions including loss of a home or job can have a

damaging effect on parent-child relationships and increase the risk of neglect. A stable economic

situation is integral to preventing neglect, however the resources available to deal with these

issues are typically not accessible through maltreatment prevention and child welfare programs.

The Purpose

https://app.mural.co/t/icfw2379/m/icfw2379/1678897103844/c452eb2a3505e651533407f7489e88e3253edc77?sender=gabrielmcgaughey5046
https://app.mural.co/t/icfw2379/m/icfw2379/1678898551278/1faa491c4e4ad627210342b3d6a30b7b4e027bee?sender=gabrielmcgaughey5046
https://app.mural.co/t/icfw2379/m/icfw2379/1678290714319/abd1b81a827722b049d44f563c03e7585add0fa9?sender=lwaldo7700
https://app.mural.co/t/icfw2379/m/icfw2379/1678903218338/c686763caf548c88143f5b66e8c59d944a67b136?sender=lcerwin9601
https://app.mural.co/t/icfw2379/m/icfw2379/1678897424120/33dfb702dd22040dec41684ed053e0fe8d9549e3?sender=ua62bb59b8f3ec71df7251978
https://uwm.edu/icfw/building-brains-with-relationships/
https://overloaded-understanding-neglect.simplecast.com/

